
    REAL LIVE PINOCCHIO IN OKLAHOMA
  (I thought Pinocchio was a boy?)

OPEN ARTICLE TO KATHLEEN OʼSHEA SPOKESPERSON FOR OG&E.
from JOE ESPOSITO 918-639-3421

This story was on Fox 25 Thursday, February 21, 2013.  ”Couple says Smart 
Meter forced them out of their home.”  News report by Kisha Henry Fox 25.

***OG&E says its Smart Meters have helped each customer save hundreds 
of Dollars.  Sounds good (always the Money angle), letʼs look at some of the 
real cost -- Health and Safety issues. 
" " EMF Safety Network  Http:// emfsafetynetwork.org

BioInitiative Report 2012:  New urgent warnings on wireless and EMF public 
health risks.  The 1,400 page report reviews over 1800 new scientific studies and 
includes 29 independent science and medical experts from around the world. 
Summary of Key Scientific Evidence:  14 points with “Evidence for Effects ...” 
Utility customers have reported new worsening health problems since the utility 
Smart Meter system has been installed on their home ...  ■ Sleep problems 
(insomnia, difficulty falling asleep, night waking, nightmares) ■ Stress, agitation, 
anxiety, irritability ■  Headaches, sharp pain or pressure in the head ■ Ringing in 
the ears, ear pain, high pitched ringing ■ Concentration, memory or learning 
problems ■ Fatigue, muscle or physical weakness ■ Disorientation, dizziness, or 
balance problems ■ Eye problems, including eye pain, pressure in the eyes 
■ Cardiac symptoms, heart palpitations, heart arrhythmias, chest pain ■ Leg 
cramps, or neuropathy ■ Arthritis, body pain, sharp stabbing pains ■ Nausea, flu-
like symptoms ■ Sinus problems, nose bleeds ■ Respiratory problems, cough, 
asthma ■ Skin rashes, facial flushing ■ Urinary problems ■ Endocrine disorders, 
thyroid problems, diabetes ■ High blood pressure ■ Changes in menstrual cycle 
■ Hyperactivity or changes in childrenʼs behavior ■ Seizures ■ Recurrence of 
cancer.

Letʼs look at a few of Monique Smithʼs issues after the Smart Meter was installed 
on their home, she had NONE of these issues before: ■ ear pressure ■ irritable 
bowl syndrome ■ hypertension ■ dizziness ■ nausea ■ nose bleeds ■ severe 
headaches ■ nerves in legs painful ■ shooting pains in ovaries ■ sternum pain 
■neck/thyroid pain ■ blurry vision ■ foggy mind ■ knee aches ■ body feels as it is 
vibrating ■ chest pains ■ anxiety (hands shake) ■ sweating ■ depression ■ 

Http://emfsafetynetwork.org
Http://emfsafetynetwork.org


restless sleep ■ feels blood rushing through heart ■ lymph node pain ■ shortness 
of breathe.  How and why can all these issues suddenly happen to one person?

Here is a quote from a medical professional that lectures for the medical 
education program on the dangers of wireless frequencies: 

“Neuropeptides are the chemical equivalent of a biological communication system 
linking the nervous, hormonal and immune systems. When one of these systems is 
either strengthened or depressed the others will be affected profoundly. The nervous 
system is like an on off switch in that it runs on that positive / negative relationship of 
polarization and depolarization you have eloquently referred to numerous times. Once 
the depolarization process begins it not only impacts the nervous system 
communication but impacts the delicate hormonal and immune systems functioning as 
well. There are coherent frequencies and incoherent frequencies. The former has 
innate "orderliness" while the latter demonstrates a disorderly state.
That's why we refer to someone as "incoherent" as being in a disordered state of 
consciousness. When a coherent bio-electric pattern becomes disrupted by frequencies 
that are nothing short of an electrical storm and assaulting the natural rhythms of the 
body, one's mental faculties become severely compromised. Unfortunately we are just 
seeing the beginning of an epidemic of highly dysfunctional and psychopathic 
behaviors.”

***“Itʼs really a win-win for customers, says Kathleen OʼShea. ....Smart 
Meter system has helped each customer save hundreds of dollars...” 

Did I miss something here?   Win-win--save dollars!  It appears to me to be 
SEVERE PAIN AND SUFFERING AND DEATH, causing ASTRONOMICAL 
COST to utility customers!!!
Looks like we need the analog meters back with their human meter readers and 
eliminate the Smart Meters so the customers preserve their health, their lives, 
and save their money-----HELLO Kathleen OʼShea. 

This just gets better and better.
  
***”Itʼs not much different from what customers had on their houses 
before,” says OʼShea
What customers had on their houses were Mechanical Analog meters that never 
created ANY PROBLEMS and never caused ANYONE A MYRIAD OF HEALTH 
ISSUES.  HELLO!  Kathleen OʼShea “not much different”?  Is this why 18 or more 
states have citizen groups organizing across all political, cultural, and religious 
lines to STOP Smart Meters?  Law suites, local police arresting citizens, forced ill 
health, pain and suffering and perhaps death caused by Smart Meters.  Even a 



home owner in Guthrie, Oklahoma had 3 police officers arrive at his home, 
handcuffed him while forcing the installation of a Smart Meter on his home 
against his will.  HELLO!  Kathleen OʼShea “not much different”?  The State of 
Maineʼs Supreme Court just ruled the Power Company has to address the 
HEALTH ISSUES of their customers, the State of California has 57 
municipalities, of which 11 have passed ordinances making installations of Smart 
Meters ILLEGAL, of which 2 proclaimed them CRIMINAL.  Is this why STOP 
SMART METERS IN OKLAHOMA.ORG has just been organized?

***“She says Smart Meters contain a little card that transmits data.... .

Kathleen OʼShea Smart Meters ARE MICROWAVE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
RADIATION TRANSMITTING DEVICES AND THERE IS NOT ONE BUT TWO 
MICROWAVE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION TRANSMITTING DEVICES in 
each Smart Meter.  One is called a Local Area Network (LAN) 900MHz which 
travels for miles and goes through everything - people, adults, children, plants, 
insects, and animals.  The other is a Zigbee 2.4 GHz which travels hundreds of 
feet, this is the most damaging to human life. These two MICROWAVE 
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION TRANSMITTING DEVICES are causing all 
the above problems.

Donʼt forget the two-way communication system between the cell tower antenna, 
the collectors that cover 125 sq. miles, the rotters that cover 5 sq. miles and the 
mesh grid network of Smart Meters all emitting MICROWAVE
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION  24/7 negatively affecting all biological life.

 ***“The radio frequencies from the meter are well, well below what the FCC 
has as a limit, says OʼShea.”  (The FCC like Safety Code 6 in Canada both talk 
only about thermal effects not the biological effects.)

Kathleen OʼShea we noticed you said “the radio frequencies”, instead of using 
the term SAFTEY STANDARDS.  “Radio frequencies” is a passive term, 
however, the MICROWAVE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION TRANSMITTING 
DEVICES are active two-way transmitters and receivers in a MESH GRID 
NETWORK where all the home SMART METERS talk to each other from 17,000 
times to 190,000 times a day.  That is why they are mandatory.  All the local 
Smart Meters talk to each other starting from the most distant Smart Meters in 
the network, passing all the information from one to the next through your homes 
as it travels to its destination.  You donʼt want to be toward the end of the 
information flow due to the shear volume of radiation going through your home 
and family.  



Also, Jerry Flynn, a Retired Canadian Armed Forces Captain (CFRI), spent 
22 years of his 26 year military career in SIGINT, Radio Warfare & Electronic 
Warfare, presents revealing, unparalleled knowledge in the area of 
electromagnetic frequencies on this YouTube video (Jerry Flynn Smart 
Meters 1:27min)  The following is some of his information.

U. S. Embassy in Moscow 1953-1976
(6-8 hours a Day, 5 Days a week)

*Embassy was radiated with m/w frequencies at power levels between 2 and 28        
" uw/cm2 (1/100) of what Canada and U.S. now permit!
*Two consecutive U.S. ambassadors died of cancer;
*Third developed leukemia-like blood disease and bleeding eyes and eventually  
" died from it;
*At least 16 women developed breast cancer;
*Many other staff suffered immune system disorders, high white blood cell 
counts, chromosomal breaks, chronic fatigue, blurred vision, cataracts and 
muscle aches.
*U.S. knew but didnʼt warn embassy staff for 10 years!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
By 1971, the U.S. Naval Medical Research Institute (NMRI) referenced 2,300 
research articles listing more than 120 illnesses attributed to radio frequency 
and non-ionizing microwave radiation.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In 1975, the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) warned all its personnel of 
the risk from low level microwave radiation i.e., illnesses ranging from microwave 
sickness, flu-like symptoms, depression, suicidal tendencies, to cancers and 
leukemia.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Barrie Trower: “A 1976 Document summarizing U.S. Defense Intelligence 
research is the saddest and most despicable document ever published in 
history.”  The document lists all of the health hazards caused by wireless devices 
and concludes:  “This should be kept secret to preserve industrial profits.”  
Trower also cited a 1950ʼs report stating:  “If this paper becomes known around 
the world, it will Threaten Military and Commercial interests.”  He especially 
condemned Health Canadaʼs Code 6, stating that the science based safety level 
published in the BioInitiative Report is 0.1uw/cm2
Not Canadaʼs 600 to1,000 uw/cm2!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



***The following is an 18 page document, persons need to take the time to 
read this in its entirety.  A few short sentences where selected to show the 
topic of the article being discussed.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
UNITED STATES ARMY INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY COMMAND

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY OFFICE
FORT GEORGE G. MEADE, MARYLAND 20755-55995

DECEMBER 13,2006
UNCLASSIFIED

Your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request dated May 25, 2006 to the Department of 
the Army, Freedom of Information/Privacy Division (DA FOIA/PA DIV), for all documents 
pertaining to the microwave auditory effect, microwave hearing effect, Frey effect, 
artificial telepathy, and/or any device/weapon which uses and/or causes such effect; and 
any covert or undisclosed use of hypnosis.

Bioeffects of Selected Nonlethal Weapons (fn 1)

*-------
*Radiofrequency directed energy
*-------

-The study of electromagnetic fields and their influence on biological  
" systems is increasing rapidly.  Much of this work is taking place 
" because of health concerns.
-In addition, much concern has arisen about extremely low frequency (60 
" Hz power frequency) electric and magnetic fields that originate from 
" high-voltage transmission lines, industrial equipment, and residential 
" appliances.
-The studies have suggested possible adverse effects on human health 
" (e.g., cancer, reproductive, etc.).
-There is, however, a growing perception that microwave irradiation and 
" exposure to low frequency fields can be involved in a wide range of 
" biological interactions.
-Clearly, the effects of microwaves on brain tissue, chemistry, and 
" functions are complex and selective.
-Recent published data implicates microwaves as a factor related to a 
" deficit in spatial memory function.
-The challenge is to minimize the time to effect while causing no permanent 
" injury to any organ or the total body and to optimize the equipment 
" function.



-This controlled heating will raise the core temperature of the individuals to 
" a predetermined level to mimic a high fever with the intent of gaining 
" a psychological/capability edge on the enemy, while not inflicting 
" deadly force.
-Incapacitation time could be extended to almost any desired period 
" consistent with safety.
-No reason has been identified to suggest that anyone would be immune to 
" this technology.

- Microwave hearing is a phenomenon, described by human 
observers, as the sensations of buzzing, ticking, hissing, or 
knocking sounds that originate within or immediately behind the 
head.

-Since this technology utilizes radiofrequency energy, it can be DEFEATED 
" by the use of shielding provided by conductive barriers like metal or 
" METAL SCREEN.

-Not only might it be disruptive to the sense of hearing, it could be 
" psychologically devastating if one suddenly heard “voices within 
" oneʼs head.”
-It is anticipated that 100% of the population would be susceptible.

I would like to address the METAL SCREEN TO DEFEAT THE MICROWAVE 
RADIATION WITH THE SHIELDING EFFECTS.
On January 8, 2013, we delivered a 17 page information packet addressing 
these very issues to the entire Legislature, Governor, Lt. Governor, and the 
Corporation Commission.  U.S. Senators Inhofe and Coburn also U.S. 
Representative Bridenstine have received this document. 

In that information there is my personal 3 page health testimony of my problems 
with the Smart Meter.  On Nov. 7, 2012, was the first time I understood what was 
happening to all of us. “Smart Meters & EMR The Health Crisis of our Time” Dr. 
Dietrich Klinghardt Youtube 43min.  Dr. Klinghardt made a suggestion on how to 
shield your house from the Smart Meter and I followed his suggestion.  The first 
night within 6 hours my two MAJOR symptoms left and have NOT returned in 
four months.  The next thing I did was build a Faraday Cage out of aluminum 
window screen wire, and the cage is grounded.  The Smart Meter readings are 
as high as 2000 uw/m2 (SM) outside my house, inside the cage it is .1uw/m2 
which is a very safe sleeping area at night.  Nighttime is when most of the 
damage occurs to our bodies.



The BioInitiative Report (1,400 pages) recently published says 3.4 uw/m2 
causes sperm damage, Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt has said if a pregnant woman is 
in a room at night and if the reading is above 5uw/m2 (is not acceptable) he can 
predict the chances of an AUSTIC CHILD, also that 80% of health issues are 
being caused by EMRs that have never been studied for safety. The Smart 
Meters are not tested or approved by UL or equivalent, in any known region, 
despite this being a legal requirement.
 He says on installation of the Smart Meters weʼve seen: *  TGF-Beta 1 increase 
(inflammatory marker)  *  MMP-9 increase (inflammatory marker)  
*  Copper increase (inflammatory Marker)  *  Hormone adnormalization  
*  Neuurotransmitter abnormalization
The Studies are showing these EMRs are changing 143 proteins in the brain and 
they will never be the same!
*** As soon as a Smart Meter is installed---Lab test show after 6 months the 
person looks like a dying person---even if a person says my wife is sick, but I am 
OK, the test shows that he is just as sick.

The point being -- the standard for all this was a thermal application not a 
BIOLOGICAL SAFTY ISSUE STANDARD.  There never has been any studies 
to see how little of this kind of radiation it takes to damage human life.   If 
they had an equation they used to come up with the current limit, they left out a 
large portion of facts pertaining to the BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS.  Meaning the 
current application of CANADA and the U.S. FCC health standards are NOT 
VALID.  These standards have not been evaluated for effects on Biological life, 
including human.  What about people like me who have 7 Wi-Fiʼs beaming from 
their neighbors or an apartment complex having hundreds of Wi-Fis?  What 
about the poor soul who has 16 Smart Meters on the outside wall of an 
apartment complex against their bedroom wall?  What about where you and your 
wife lay your heads at night, the reading could be as high as 2000 uw/m2 of 
pulsed microwave radiation being emitted every 30 seconds and stays on for 
17-20 seconds and her eyes are deteriorating with spots and changes to the 
eyeball itself?  The only way a person would know the frequencies are present 
and causing physical damage is by using a high frequency microwave radiation 
meter analyzer to read the frequencies, making the unseen, seen. 

***“radio frequencies from the meter are well, well below what the FCC has 
as a limit” Point being Kathleen OʼShea, the Smart Meters and their 24/7 
networks plus looking at ALL these other technologies is now causing the killing 



fields to all biological life.  Not one organization involved with Smart Meters, 
OG&E, Corporation Commission, FCC, the meter manufacturer, any agency of 
the Federal Government, not one, nada, zero, zip....have looked at the impact on 
human life or biological life in any form.  If they have, they have classified it 
and hushed it up.  Those are facts.  It is to OG&E's benefit to deny that there are 
any health effects.  When study after study shows that there will be a minimum of 
3% to 5% of Humans who automatically will be susceptible or sensitive to the 
radiations from the meters, and many more studies that show the radiation is in 
fact harmful to all life.  The level set by the FCC will not protect life as we 
know it.  OG&E had to be aware of all the research and studies, yet made a 
decision to implement this program in a manner most harmful to human life.  It 
has pursued implementation of this program against the citizens of Oklahoma, 
and their service area, with tyrannical power that reflects a mindset that is only 
matched by Nazi storm troopers.  
 

As Jerry Flynn says, “Before one can discuss proposed wireless microwave radio 
technology, one needs to stop, step back and realize that our society is already 
awash in a seemingly endless array of wireless transmitting and receiving 
devices - all of which emit toxic electromagnetic radiation (EMR). On May, 2011, 
the World Health Organization (W.H.O.) classified EMR - all EMR, regardless of 
the emitter - a Class 2B (“Possible”) cause of cancer. That includes all of our 
present day devices, such as:  AM and FM radio broadcast antennas, radars, cell 
phone towers, cell phones, Smart Phones, cordless phones, Wi-Fi routers, laptop 
computers, iPads, tablets, baby monitors, home security systems, Bluetooth, 
garage door openers, RFIDs, satellite radio and TV, microwave ovens, GPS 
satellites, Wi-Fi hot spots, Wi-Max, Tetra radio towers, X-rays, CT-Scans, MRIs, 
etc.”
 
Not only do we have Smart Meters on our homes, but also in the near future they 
will be on our gas and water meters.  “The MICROWAVE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
RADIATION coming from the Smart Meters, Kathleen OʼShea, contribute to the 
fact that WE ARE SWIMMING IN A HUGE TOXIC SOUP.  I checked a ladyʼs 
house, who is very sick, in Oklahoma City that has three large wired power lines 
in her very small back yard (north), her Smart Meter is on the outside of her 
house opposite her kitchen sink, to the southeast of her home is a FM radio 
station, which I could hear playing on my HF analyzer just as if it was a radio 
receiver, a huge cell tower to her (west) very close to the ground with residents 
all around the tower, these transmit for miles.



***”She says cell phones actually emit more of a signal than the Smart 
Meter.”  Really, My Smart Meter is transmitting every 30 seconds and stays 
on for 17-20 seconds 24/7 and that is more than my cell phone? 
 The point being is the FCC has never looked at the whole picture of 
MICROWAVE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION and the effects to human 
health.
 
Letʼs keep all this in the RIGHT perspective, remember the BioInitiative Report 
states 3.4 uw/m2 causes sperm damage, Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt said, a sleeping 
room of a pregnant women needs to be BELOW 5 uw/m2 to be safe from the 
possibility of an autistic child.  Also, if one goes to the country away from all the 
EMRs the readings around rural houses are as low as 2, 3, and 5- uw/m2.  In an 
enclosed metal building the reading usually is .1 uw/m2, which is better than my 
.4 uw/m2 in my faraday cage where I sleep.  At my house, in Owasso, near the 
Smart Meter readings show as high as 2000 uw/m2 pulsed microwave radiation  
being emitted, now looking south to the cell tower on 96th street north, my meter 
reading stays high, pulsing as high as 700 uw/m2 constantly being received or 
transmitted.  Near the Smart Meter if my Gigahertz meter is set on the 200uw/m2 
setting my meter pegs every 30 seconds and stays on for 17-20 seconds.  

Billy Smith monitored his house for 5 minutes between 9:15 pm to 9:20 pm on 
Feb.20, 2013 with the following results:  Every 10 seconds the meter pegged out 
(meaning its over) 2,000 uw/m2.  “Itʼs not much different from what 
customers had on their houses before,” says OʼShea.”  Oh, Really!!!

Kathleen OʼShea letʼs do a little field test.  I will call Billy Smith and ask him if you 
and the CEO (Pete Delaney) of OG&E can come out to his house and both of 
you stand 6 inches from his Smart Meter for one hour at the time of day Billy 
requests.  Without adjusting or making any different setting to his meter, NO 
protective clothing or any kind of shielding, and OG&E not turning the meter off 
and lets just see what HAPPENS and how SAFE it is to be around.  Kathleen 
OʼShea ***Remember “Itʼs not much different from what customers had on their 
house before.”

-WHY HAVE WE NOT HEARD ANYTHING ON THIS ISSUE FROM THE STATE 
LEGISLATORS, THE GOVERNOR, THE CORPORATION COMMISSION?
MAYBE THEY NEED TO HEAR FROM THE PUBLIC!

-THERE NEEDS TO BE LAWS AGAINST THIS CRIMINAL ABUSE.



-THERE ARE LAWS AGAINST PEOPLE COMING INTO YOUR HOME AND 
HARMING YOU AND YOUR FAMILY.  SMART METERS ARE COMING INTO 
YOUR HOMES AND HARMING YOU AND YOUR FAMILY,  AND IT MUST BE 
STOPPED THIS LEGISLATIVE SESSION.

-WHEN THE PHONES OF OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS ARE SO CONGESTED 
(IF IT TAKES A CALL A DAY) THEY WILL NEED TO ADDRESS THIS ISSUE.

HEALTH/SAFETY/PRIVACY ARE BEING DESTROYED FOR PROFITS OR POPULATION CONTROL

ARE SMART METERS NIKOLA TESLAʼS    “DEATH RAY”?
 (Look up NIKOLA TESLAʼS  “DEATH RAY”  on WIKIPEDIA )

The following is a primer exposing what is taking place in American today.

Purpose of Smart Meters:
" Smart meters, are part of the smart grid, which is a UN Agenda 21 
program item. It is designed for collective (socialized) control of a person's utility 
usage.  It is also designed to increase cost of the utility consumed. With global or 
central control of utilities, populations can be manipulated. In America this has 
come about because environmentalist with their social justice agenda have 
prevented the building of affordable power generation plants, but have offered 
the smart meter as a means to ration the utility to meet the socialistic desires of 
the one world order. To be successful in their control plan, the globalist must 
conquer the U.S.  The U.S. by necessity, must be turned into the globes largest 
third-world nation. Why do our businesses pursue this? Because the government 
is paying them to do it. Thus you have these wonderful smart meter programs, 
and many other programs that take away individual Liberty, and in the case of 
Smart Meters, individual Health and Safety.


